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com.snapchat.androidVersion 10.34.5.0Size 68.78 MBInstalls 500,000,000+ downloadsDeveloped by Snap Inc Snapchat 11.4.5.73 Description Editor's Review Snapchat is the fastest way to share a moment with friends. You control how long your friends can view your message — simply set the timer up to ten seconds and send. About
Snapchat Snapchat (Package name: com.snapchat.android) is developed by Snap Inc and the latest version of Snapchat 11.4.5.73 was updated on October 31, 2020. Snapchat is in the Social category. You can check all apps from the Snapchat developer and find 89 alternative apps for Snapchat on Android. Snapchat is listed in Best 10
TikTok Alternative Apps for Android. Currently this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.4+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original and 100% secure with fast download. Snapchat is a quick and fun way to share the moment with friends and family Snapchat opens directly to the
camera, so you can send a Snap in seconds! Just take a photo or video, add a caption and send it to your best friends and family. Express yourself with Filters, Lenses, Bitmojis, and all kinds of fun effects. SNAP • Snapchat opens directly to the camera. Tap to take a photo, or tap and hold for video.• Add a Lens or Filter to the photo –
new ones are added every day! Change the way you look, dance with your 3D Bitmoji and discover games you can play with your face.• Create your own Filters to add to photos and videos – or try out lenses made by our community! CHAT • Stay in touch and Chat with friends with live messages, or share your day with Group Stories.•
Video chat with up to 16 friends at once. You can even use Filters and Lenses!• Express yourself with Friendmojis – exclusive Bitmojis made just for you and a friend. STORIES• Watch Friends' Stories to see their day unfold.• Watch Stories from the Snapchat community, based on your interests.• Explore new perspectives from top
creators. DISCOVER • Watch the latest news and exclusive OriginalShows.• Stay up to date with Stories from top publishers.• Enjoy a curated feed – made to fit your phone. SNAP MAP • See where your friends are hanging out if they've shared their location with you.• Share your location with your best or go off the grid with Ghost
Mode.• Discover live Stories from from nearby, or all over the world! MEMORIES ️• Look back at Snaps you've saved with free cloud storage.• Edit and send old moments to friends, or save them to your Camera Roll.• Create Stories from your favorite memories to share with friends and family. Friendship profile • Each friendship has
its special profile to see the moments you've saved together.• Discover new things you have in common with Charms. See how long you've been friends, your astrological compatibility, your Bitmoji's fashion sense, and more!• Friendship profiles are just between you and a friend, so you can bond over what makes your friendship special.
Happy Snapping!• • Note: Snapchatters can always capture or save your messages by taking a screenshot, using a camera, or otherwise. Pay attention to what you Snap! Read more Car Racing Simulator Game 2020 - Pro No Humanity - The Hardest Game Offroad Driving Adventure 2016 Bus Simulator 2020 New - Bus Driving Stormhill
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to easily share photos, videos and other types of messages with your friends and relatives in a very easy way. You can easily connect at any time to share all your amazing moments with your family, friends. Friends, you'll see many amazing features in this app. With which you can make your current time even more enjoyable. Let me tell
you one thing that in this article you have received information about many of the above features. Added to 2020? You can also use these features on Snapchat on your device. If you are a new user, you can easily download by clicking on the link on this web page. Snapchat Apk Download For AndroidFriends Snapchat APK is one of the
social media applications that keeps you close to your friends and family. This is a very responsive, multimedia messaging system for your Android. Friends, if we tell you the story of this app, the Snapchat application was developed in 2011 by Bobby Muffrey, two brothers at the University of Stanford, Evan Spiegel. The most special thing
about this app is that it allows the user to send the missing messages. It has features such as stickers, drawing tools and augmented reality filters. On this platform you can tell your entire day's routine as a story. You can add many better filters so can give a positive look to your story. Snapchat is available for all Android smartphones. And
you can download it by clicking on the link given below to check its convenience. Features of Snapchat Apk DownloadThe Snapchat Apk Download and get the fastest and easiest way for you to share your golden moments with your friends and delete everything by default and enjoy conversations. Friends This is a fun way to enjoy
conversations with one and all friends from fast mobile and PC easy! You can take a picture or record a video before SnepChat sends you to your friends. And can easily add a caption to it. And you see that when your friend sees the snap you sent, they will laugh at it and the image you send will automatically disappear from their
smartphone screen in a few minutes. With caption and snap broadcast, you can easily add a snap to your story with just one tap. In this way with this app you can share your routine with all your friends. A great way to add snaps to your story is to increase your attention. Use as you can tell your friends about the stories of your day very
easily. And we also know this very well. The best conversation between friends only happens when both friends are together on Snapchat at the same time. Snapchat connects you online with your friends. And it also ensures that snapchat allows you to pay full attention to each other while sharing photos and messages with their friends.
With this application you can make live video chat with your friends on Snapchat. But one important thing is that both have to be online at the same time. Enjoy sharing great photos and videos with your friends using the Snapchat app for popular messages. This is a great app like Wechate Apk.Snapchat APK Download | Latest version
2020Apper nameSnapchatCategoryAndroidSeraste version5.0.1Updated On08-July-2020Minimum Android RequiredMin: Android 4.4 (Kitkat, API 19) Target: Android 9.0 (Pie, API 28File Size60.96 MBMD50ce322b8542c8899a4da3706203f5240File Namesnapchat.apkLicenseFree DOWNLOADDownload Snapchat APK (2020)Friends,
you can download Apk Snapchat very easily, for this you do not have to follow any complicated procedure. To download it on your device you need to follow some simple instructions given below. You can easily download it to your device by following a few steps. Friends, we give you a direct link to download this app. All you have to do is
click on it. Click download Button.As when you click on this link, it starts downloading you. In no time, it'll be downloaded to your device. Now you need to disable unknown sources in your device's settings and install it on your device. When the installation process is complete, your device's Snapchat Apk will appear. Click the icon that
appears and take advantage of the app's features on your device. ConclusionIn this can you easily Snapchat Apk Download it on APK application on your computer and Android smartphone. And you can take advantage of its features. You can share funny photos and videos with your friends. So, friends, how did you find this app? Please
let us know in the comments section below. Snapchat is a quick way to send photos, as well as video chat on the go. The photo and video feature means your friends can't share the photos you share via Snapchat. Enjoy fast and fun mobile conversation! Snap a photo or video, add a caption, and send it to a friend. They will show it, laugh
and then snap disappears from the screen. You can also add a Snap to your Story the same as Instagram with a tap to share your day with all your friends. Life is more fun when you live in the present. Sign in and Snap your first Snap After you download and install Snapchat, you must first create an account with a valid email address to
start. There are no facebook or Google sign-in options. To share items, you don't necessarily need to friend your friends in the Snapchat app. In fact, you can send a snap to anyone, whether it's someone you know or a stranger you've found through Snapchat's search tool. That said, many users adjust their privacy settings to get snaps
only from friends, so there's a chance strangers won't get your snaps. Navigate When you open the app, it opens to the camera screen, where you can take a photo or video from either your main camera or front-facing camera. At the bottom of that screen there are two icons, a simple square and a friends tab. Tap the square to view an
activity feed with a list of contacts you've sent fortresses to, or that you've received a snap from. In the older version of the app, you can easily respond to someone's snap by double-tapping their name. Now you need to tap their names and simultaneously swipe left. It opens a different page with all the recent activity just between you and
that person. As someone who has been using the app for a while, I found this new design frustrating at first, and it remained so even after using it for a few weeks. On the activity page where you can use one of Snapchat's newest features text chats. You can now send an instant message to your Snapchat friends, and while they won't
immediately disappear after your friend has read them. They disappear when you leave the conversation or close the app. In my testing, conversations can be confusing. If you leave the app, your friend's messages will disappear from that activity page. You can always enjoy this app along with its filters that will add fun to your image
taking and video making activities. But still, you will need to install and see for your own. To learn more about Snapchat, visit snapchat help for more information. down apk and open it using your favoriteFile favoriteFile and install by tapping the file name. Some apps like Snapchat are Facebook, Facebook Lite, and Instagram. Instagram.
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